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"BUH-ODER-MADEL"
A NEW OPERETTA IN TWO ACTS
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Roses Bloom for Lovers, .... 60
Moon, Lovely Moon, ........ 60
When Two Little Hearts Beat Together, .... 60
Sweethearts, Wives and Good Fellows, 60
Money Talks, ............. 60
The Course of True Love, .... 60
Lost - A Heart, ........... 60
One Waltz, Only One Waltz, .... 60
The Happy Family, .......... 60
I Live for You Alone, ......... 60
A Soldier of Bohemia, (By Peck & Bowers) 60
Waltzes .................... .75
Selection .................. 1.00
Complete Vocal Score ......... 2.00
THE MOST ATTRACTIVE MUSIC ALBUMS
FOR ALL PLAYERS
50c. per Volume Net

STERN'S EDITION
HALF HOUR SERIES
OF
ALBUMS FOR PIANO

- This Half Hour series has no equal for attractiveness and thorough merit. Its value is far ahead of any similar work.
- The books contain the choicest selections from the compositions of the world's greatest musicians.
- It is the most inexpensive series of its kind and covers a wide field of pianoforte music of all the best forms.
- It is a pleasure both for teacher and pupil to work from these interesting and well prepared books. The editing and fingering is perfect.
- Each of the twenty-two volumes covers a field of its own. The entire series forms a library of pianoforte gems which every lover of music should possess.

LIST OF VOLUMES
BEETHOVEN
CHOPIN, Vol. I.
CHOPIN, Vol. II.
MENDELSSOHN
MOZART
OLD MASTERS
SCHUBERT
SCHUMANN
C. M. von WEBER
CARL BOHM
CHAMINADE
GODARD
GRIEG, Vol. I.
GRIEG, Vol. II.
LISZT
MOSZKOWSKI
RUBINSTEIN
MODERN CLASSIC REPERTOIRE,
   Vol. I & II
FAVORITE RUSSIAN COMPOSERS
FAVORITE FRENCH COMPOSERS
FAVORITE SALON COMPOSITIONS
SELECTIONS FROM "CARMEN"
50c. per Volume Net.

Ask your dealer for a descriptive catalogue of Stern's Edition Albums, giving complete contents. If he cannot supply you, the publishers will mail you one for the asking.
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Roses Bloom For Lovers.

Lyric by
Robert B. Smith

Daphne and Chorus.

Music by
Bruno Granichstaedten

Very simply.

Roses white or roses red, In course of time must perish;
Some declare the budding rose, In beauty is the rarest;

As before our eyes they shed, The loveliness we cherish, But
Others claim as beauty goes, The full bloom rose is fairest, But
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tie a card upon a stem, With message sweet and tender, And
withered rose leaves in a jar, A waken recollection, Which
every love by one of them, Will live to bless the sender,
often makes them fairer far, Than roses in perfection.

Roses, sweet roses!
Roses red and roses white Sweet and fragrant roses!
Roses red and roses white Sweet and fragrant roses!

Valse lento
Roses bloom for lovers 'Neath a sky of
p dolce.
blue; In each pet- al hov- ers Hon- ey
wet with dew. Faint hearts beat the strong- er
Un- der their per- fume; Love will ling- er
long- er Where the ros- es bloom.
FOREIGN MUSICAL GEMS
THAT ARE FASCINATING AMERICAN LOVERS OF GOOD MUSIC

IN THE SHADOWS
The great success, which was played in London by royal command of King George V. and Emperor William. The most popular Hit in 50 years.

PRICE 60 CENTS (Vocal or Instrumental)

DRUID'S PRAYER
This beautiful waltz is being featured on more classy programs than any other individual composition. All the rage in England and on the continent.

PRICE 60 CENTS (Vocal or Instrumental)

Valse Septembre
Sister Success to "The Druid's Prayer" waltzes. Charms one through its simple and melodious strains. A standard with theatre and concert orchestras.

PRICE 60 CENTS (Vocal or Instrumental)

You'll Never Know
(TU NE SAURAS JAMAIS)
A Parisian waltz favorite—The most popular French waltz hit since "Valse Bleue". Also published as a song with a tender lyric of love.

PRICE 60 CENTS (Vocal or Instrumental)

BUTTERFLIES
Another pianoforte success like "In The Shadows". Every theme is built on entirely new lines. Refreshingly original. Also published as a song.

PRICE 60 CENTS (Vocal or Instrumental)

MARSINAH
Valse Orientale—A composition of weird haunting strains, named after the character "Marsinah" in the great Arabian play "Kismet".

PRICE 60 CENTS

SPRING BEAUTIFUL SPRING
In the wide range of Paul Lincke's world-famous waltzes, there is none which maintains so strong a hold on lovers of good music as "Spring Beautiful Spring".

PRICE 60 CENTS

LAUGHING LOVE
(L'AMOUR QUI RIT)
Parisian novelty two-step—by the composer of the popular "Petite Tonkinoise". The quaint melodies will actually make you giggle.

PRICE 60 CENTS
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